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A one-dimensional random walk with unequa.1 step lengths restricted by tin absorbing barrier 
is considered as follows: (1) ezmmeration of the number of non-decreasing paths in a 
non-negative quadrant of the integral square lattice and in the inside of a polygon, (2) 
evaluatiion of trarlsient (or absorption) probabilities for tbe random wblk. 
In this paper we study the transient (or absorption) probabilities for a one- 
dimensional random walk with unequal step lengths restricted by an absorbing 
barrier, by counting the number of non-decreasing paths in the non-negative 
quadrant of the integral square lattice. The random walk considered is a Markov 
process whose state space is the infinite subset {. . . , - 1, 0, 1, . . . , a - 1, a), (a > 0) 
of the integers, in which the particle, being in a state j (j s a -k,), can either stay 
in j or move to one of the states j- kz and j + kl in a single transition with 
prob.abilities p, q, p, respectively (p + q + p = 1). Such a random walk is symboli- 
cally denoted by R.W.[(-m, a], (q, p, p), (-k2, k,)], where kl and k2 are positive 
integers. The initial state of the particle is set to 0 tbroughotax the paper. It is 
sometimes convenient to use a geometrical terminology and te, refer to rectangu- 
lar coordinates x and y, whereby x means the number of thct right moves and y 
the number of the left moves of the particle. This defines an integral square 
lattice. A random walk path corresponds, up to the rigiht and the left inoves of the 
particle, to a non-decreasing path on the square lattice geometrically. 
In Section 2, we enumerate the number of non-decreasing paths in some special 
polygon drawn in the x - y plane, using the number 
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which is the more generalized number of the higher Catalal: number C,(n) (see 
/3-S& 
En Section 3, the absorption and transient probabilities for R.W.[(-a, a], 
(4, p, p), (-&a, k,)] are obtained for two cases using the results of Section 2. Our 
result in Section 3 is a generahzation of the one extensively studied by Feller [I]. 
To begin with, we consider non-decreasing paths on the non-negative quadrant 
of the integral square lattice {(n, m); n, m >O}. One may imagine that the first 
coordinate n of the lattice point corresponds to the number of the right moves 
and m to the number of the left moves of the particle on the line in connection to 
the random walks. 
Let W,(N/fc, n, rj denote the number of non-decreasing paths from (0,O) to 
(n, kn - N + r) which do not cross the straight line y = k(x -N/k) for non.-negative 
integers N, n, r, k, where k 2 I and rz b (IV- r)jk. In this section we will evaluate 
W&+4% n, r>. 
Cae 1: W,(O, n, r), n, I a 0, k 5 1 (see Fig. 1). 
:For k = 1, it is known to be the ballot number 
W1(0,n,f)=4rsn=.n:::, r+2n ( ) , n,raO. n 
n 
Fig. 1. W,(O. PI., r), 
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For r = 0, W,JOr n, 0) is the number of non-decreasing paths from (0,O) to (n, kn) 
without crossing the line y = kx, and is given by the higher Catalan number Ck(n) 
(see [3-Q: 
WdO, n, 0) = G(n) = j-$-i , nao. 
It is clear that W,(O, n, r) is equai to the number of non-decreasing paths from 
(0,O) to (kn + r, n) which do not cross the line y = x/k. The latter was given as 
follows (see Rogers [3j): 
W,((G, n, r) = A,(r+ 1, k + 1), n >O, 
where the right-hand side is defined by (1). Note that for r = 0, A,(l, k + 1) = 
&(n), n30. 
Case 2: WJn,,, n, 0), n, a 0, n Z= no (see Fig. 2). 
Let B,(cu, k + 1) denote the number of non-decreasing paths from (0,O) to 
(n, kn + (11) for an integer (Y and kn + a B 0; 
&,(a, k + 1) = ((” + fl” + a). 
Note that this notation can be used also .!or kn -+a < 0. Then, for I = 1, . . . , n - no, 
Bm+I(- kno- 1, k -t- 1) is the number of iton-decreasing paths from (0,O) to (no + 
I, kl - l), and Ck (n - no - 1) is the number 01’ non-decreasing paths from (no + Z, kl) 
Y 
h-b* .__YI_-_--------_-___ 
I 
I 
0 no n 
Fig. 2. Wk(n ), n, 0). 
. . 
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to (n.. k(n - no)) without crossing the line y = k(x -no). !h it follows that 
W&z,-,, n,O)=B,,(-kno, k+l)- c II&,+,(-knO-1, ,k+l)Ck(n-n,-I) 
I=1 
(3) 
for noa0 and n 3 no + 1. Substitute the following identity (sele Gould [a]) to (3): 
B,(ar, p) = (“nJ cK), n b 0, 
thea we get, putting p = k + 1, (Y~ = -kno- 1 and c+_ = 1, 
Wk(no, n, 0) = f, B&-kn,- 1, k + l)Ck(n - I) 
I=0 
- f .B(--kn,-1, k+ i)C,(n-I) 
I=n#ytl 
:= F I$(-kn,-I, k+l)CJ,(n-2), n>no+l. 
& 
For n = n,-,, both sides equal (1). 
Case 3: Wk(n(,, a, r), no, r*O, n%max(O, (kn,--r)lk) (see Fig. 3). 
0 n0 
Fig. 3. W&t,, n, i-). 
(51 
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For max(0, (kn,-,- r)/k) g n s no, it is clear that 
W&o, n, r) = B,(r - kno, k -I- 1). (6) 
While for n L no+ 1, B,+,(-kn,- 1, k + 1) is the number of non-decreasing paths 
from (0,O) to (no+l, kl-1) and A,,-%_r(r+l, k t.1.) is the number of non- 
decreasing paths from (no+ I, kl) to (n, kn ‘-- kn,-,+ r) without crossing ,the line 
v = k(x - no) for I = 1,. . . , n-no. Hence, wr have 
Wk(no, n, r) = B,,(r - kn,,, k t- l)l 
n--n, 
- c B,+,(-kno--4 , k + l)A,_.,,_,(r + 1, k + 1) 
I=1 
= 2 B(-kno-1, k+l)A,_,(r+l, k+l) 
I=0 
(7) 
for noa0 and naho+l. For r=O, the right-hand side is equal to (5). 
Cease 4. W,(N/k, n, r), N, r20, n ;~max(O, (N- r)/k:) (see Fig. 4). 
Similarly, we obtain 
=B,(r-N,k+l) 
-npBw+k -N- 1, k I- l)A,_,,_l(r + 1, k + I) 
I=0 
for na[N/k]+l, where N=kn,,-j for j=O, I,.. .,k-I. From (4), we get 
=cNfl~,(-~-~., k+l)A,,_,(r+?., k+ij n2 - Yl k 
+l. (8) 
I=0 
kn-Ntr ____________ 
Fig. 4. Wk( N/k,, n, F.). 
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N 
tl-- 
k 
t kn-N+r 
Fig. S(a). WJN/k, n, r). 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--- --x 
0 kn-Ntr 
Fig. S(b). W,(N/k, ta, rj. 
While for max(O, (N - r)/k)) G IE s [N/k], it becomes 
W”($ n, r)= B&-N, k+l). (9) 
For N = kno, (8) and (9) are equal to (7) anjd (@I!, respectively. 
Note that W,(N/k, n, r) is identical to the numbt:r of non-decreasing paths from 
(0,O) to (kn -N + r, n) without crossing the straig:ht lilne y = (x - r)lk (Fig. 5(a)) or 
y = (x -I-N)lk (Fig. 5(b)). 
Next, we consider the number of non-decreasing paths restricted by two 
parallel straight lines. Let T&V/k, II, s) be the number of nondecreasing paths 
from (0,O) to (n, kn - N) without crossing any of the lines y = k(.le -N/k) and 
y=kxi-s; for s:, N, at 30, where n >N/k and s3kn-2N-1 (see Fig. 6). Since 
&(s + 1, k + 1) is the number of non-decreasing paths from (0,O) to (2, kl +s) 
without ‘crossing the line y = kx + s, and Wk((s + N + 1)/k, n - Z, 0) is the number of 
non-decreasing paths from (2, kl +s + 1) to (n, kn -N’) without crossing the line 
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I 
(n, kn -NJ 
Fig. 6. Tk(N,,k, n, s). 
y = k(x - N/k), we get 
- “kn-N~-l)‘k’Al(~ + 1,k + I) WLt+;+ ’ ., n - I, 0) 
I=0 
for kn - 2N - 16 s S kn - N - 1. If s ZF: kn - _N, it equal% Wk(N/k, n,, 0). 
3.1. P& for R.W.[(-m, a], (q, p, p), (-1, k)], where k 2 1 
We now return to the diszussion of the random walk problem. We assume that 
0 is the initial point and rz is an absorbing barrier of the ran.dom walk. The 
particle, being in a states j (j s CL - k), can in a single transition either stay in j or 
move to one of the state j - 1 and j + k with probablities p, q, p, respectively 
(p+p+q=l). If the partide is in a state j (a-k+laj<a-I), it can be at the 
next step, at the same state j or at the state j- 1 with probabilities p, q, 
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respectively. Otherwise it is absorbed in lthe absorbing ‘Darrier a with probalbility 
p=l-p-q. 
Now we consider the paths of the random walk which start from 0 and reach i 
(i < a) after t transitions without touching the barrier a. We pick up among the 
paths those consisting of n right moves, nl left moves and t--cu stays, where 
max(0, -i)S a d t and a f i = 0 mod& + 1). Clearly, each of these paths but for 
the t-a stays corresponds to a non-decreasing path from (0,O) to (n, m) in the 
non-negative quadrant of the integral square lattice without crossing the straight 
line y = k(x -(,a - 1)/k). The number of the paths is equal to the number 
W&a .- 1)/k, n, a - 1 - I) of non-decreasing, paths from (0,O) to (n, kn - i) with- 
out crossing the straight line y = k(x -(a - 1)/k) as discussed in Section 2, where 
n = (a -t i)/(k + 1). Because the probability of each realization of the random walk 
paths considered is plq”flp’“, the probability that the particle starting from 0 
visits i after I transitions is given by 
max(0, -i)Sa*ct 
(a+iMk+l) &a-i)/lk+l) 
4 P 
t-a for i<a, 
where from (l), (2), (8) and (9) we have: 
wk 
Clearly, the particle starting from 0, which is possibly absorbed in a exactly at the 
tth transition is at one of the positions {a-- k, a - k + 1, . . . !, a - 1) at the (t .- 1)th 
transition. Thus the absorption probability in a is gjven blI 
max(O.-i+xSt-1 
h+i)/(k +I, 
9 
(ka--l)llk+l) t-l-a 
P * 
3.2. P& for R.W.[+, al, (4, P, ph 6-k 113, where k a 1. 
In this case, the particle in a state .i for --oo < d 6 a - 1 mo*ves to j - k or j ,f 1 ox 
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stays at j with probabilities q, p, ,JP, respectively, vt the next step. Assume the 
x,andom walk paths of the particle starting from 0 and visiting i (i < a) after t 
steps, have r~ right moves, m left moves and t - (Y stays, where max(0, i) G CY G t 
and (Y - i! = 0 mod(k + 1). Ea;h of these paths corresponds to each of the non- 
decreasing paths from (0,O) to (a m) on the non-negative quadrant of the integral 
square laktice, which do not cross the straight line y =(x-a -t 1)/k. Since the 
number of these psihs is equal 10 W,(pn -(n - a -r 1)/k, m, a - l), where n = 
(ka + i)/(k f 1) and m = (a - i)l(k + l), as noted in Fig. 5(a), we get 
a _ 1 p(ka+i)/tk+l) 
4 
(a-i)/tk+l) f-a 
P 7 
where from (l), (2), (8) and (9), we have: 
I 
(k + l)l- a + i a a+(m-I)(k+l) 
1 a +(m - Z)(k + 1.j m-Z 
-_ -t- 1, 
(k-tl)m+i 
m 
Similarly, we get the absorption probability: 
a-a+l=Omod(k+l) 
a-l=GxS;;r-1 
a-a+1 (hta-l)/(k+l) (m-n+lMk+l~ t-l-a 
k+l ’ 
4 P - 
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